WAVE INFO DIR CITE JUAN 0642

GYROSE

REF A. JUAN 0636
B. JUAN 0641 (cm 24761)

1. IN 6 JULY MEETING SKEWER-1 CONFIRMED HE MADE FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION A-66 PROJECT AND STATED THIS OPS BEING SUPPORTED BY HIGHLY RESPONSIBLE CUBAN EXILES. SAID PERSON WHO CALLED ON HIM WAS ANTONIO VECIANA WHO WAS IDENTIFIED AS JULIO LOBO'S "COMPTROLLER".

2. SKEWER 1 IN TELEPHONE CONVERSATION TO MARIBOTO (SEE PARA 3, REF B) ESTABLISHED THAT THIS NOT AN AMBANG ACTIVITY BUT HAS AMBANG-1 "BLESSING".

END MESSAGE

CS COMMENT: *NO RECORD IN CAPLE SECRETARIAT AS OF 15 GO 7 JUL.

**REFERENCE IS RYBAT.
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